
Session Title Learning about Motion 

Objectives:             Real-world Content/Context 

1. Investigate the effects of forces (pushes/pulls/turns) Students will explore how what they think is 
fair in their daily activities relate to how 
scientists work.  They will specifically make 
links between fairness in their daily activities 
and how to design and conduct experiments 
to learn about how forces affect motion.    
  

2. Investigate the relationship between the mass of an object and the force      needed to move it 

3. Classify the forces as push, pull or turn 

4. Devise and carry out fair tests in familiar contexts. 

Life Skills  

Collaboration Think Pair share 

Problem-solving Deductive Scientific Method/Engineering 
Design Process 

Communication Explain their ideas during phase 3 of the 5Es 
lesson 

Creativity Make predictions and communicate through 
creative writing and art work 

Content Notes 

 A force can be classified as push, pull or turn. 

 Forces can either affect the size, shape or motion of an object. 

 When a force causes motion, work is done. 

 Some types of forces are friction, gravity, magnetic, air resistance and upthrust. 

 Friction is the force that opposes the motion of one object against another. Friction reduces motion by slowing down the object or causing it to 
stop. 

 Friction can be useful in daily life, seen in everyday tasks such as walking, driving and writing. Friction can also cause machines to be less efficient 
as more energy is needed to operate while energy can also be lost as heat. 

 The effects of friction can be reduced by using lubricants (oils) and grease on machine parts (e.g. brake fluids in cars). 

 

                                                                                                                Attention Igniter (AI) 

                How will the Story end? Questions 



 
One day a baby boy goat named Billy and a girl goat named Curry wanted to have some fun so Billy 
goat said to Curry goat lets go have a run.  Together Billy and and Curry goat marked a line to start the 
race but Curry goat walked away from Bill about six paces out in front of the line. Let’s go Billy goat you 
start from where the line we marked and I will start from here. Billy goat was sad because he thinks 
Curry goat was being very bad by starting ahead of him. Cousin Ram goat comes up and laughed as the 
kids were quarrelling about the race. He says to Billy, now boy don’t be silly you surely can catch her 
up. Now go to your marks it will soon be dark and I want to see who will win. So Billy walks to that start 
while sighing and felt like crying but bent down on the marks anyway.  
 

 
1. How will the story end? 
2. What was wrong with the story? 
3. How can you fix it? 

 

ENGAGE 
(a).  Let students Think Pair Share and answer questions 1 
(b). Get a small stone and a large stone. Let the students predict what will happen if the stones are 
dropped from the same height. Next drop the stones from different heights. Let students answer 
question 2.  
(c). Get a sheet of paper and the mall stone. Let students predict what will happen if they are dropped 
from the same height. Now drop it and the small stone from the same height. Next crumple the paper 
up into a tight ball. Now drop it and the small stone from the same height.  
 

1.What does it mean to be fair? 
2. Which of the tests was fair and why? 
3. Why does the crumpled paper fall 
differently from the open sheet of paper? 
 
  

 

EXPLORE Instructions 

100-200 ml plastic bottle, 4 Bamboo sticks (2-3mmdiameter 4 inches long), 16 foot 6 inch PVC pipe 
cut in half along the length rubber band, glue, 6 plastic bottle caps (4 pre-bored in center and 2 pre-
bored through the side), 8 mini elastic bands.  

1. Each group is supplied with the materials 
listed  

2. Develop a plan to make a car with the 
materials provided.  

3. Share your plan with your teacher 
4. Construct the car 

Car, 16-foot elastic band powered PVC track (to make the track cut the PVC pipe cut the 6-inch 
diameter 16-foot pipe lengthwise to make an open track secure a thick elastic rubber band at each 
end of the pipe to make the track) 
 
 
 

1. Set up a competition to test which groups 
car is faster. The plan should include a 
way to measure distance without using a 
ruler. They should ensure that push and 
pull forces are investigated.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 
 

2. Do the test for push and pull forces with 
the empty cars? 

Car, Sand, 16-foot elastic band powered PVC track.  1. Set up a competition to determine the 
effect of mass on distance traveled with 
the cars using the same force as before.  

 Discuss and suggest reason(s) for the 
car moving faster, and report findings 
to the class 

2. Gradually increase the force applied.  
Record observations and discuss the 
relationship between the mass and the 
amount of force needed to move the 
objects. 

EXPLAIN 
 

Answer the following questions: 
1.  Wat causes an object to move? 
2. How does mass affect the motion of an object? 
3. Write a poem about your task today 

 

ELABORATE 

 Do the tests again with sand paper lining the PVC track and next with 3x3 inch cardboard 
pasted to the front of the car. Let them explain what is happening 

 

Cut PVC pipe 

Secured elastic 

band at 2 ends 



 Using the instructions attached build the twisted elastic band powered car and conduct the 
same tests again. Let them explain what is happening 

 Ask students what else could be done to cause motion. Ask them to name the force (tilt the 
track-gravity) 

 

     EVALUATE                                                                                                               

 Describe the learning experience. Say what you thought about the task and what you expected going in. How were those expectations met or 
impacted?  

2 

 Interpret the experience discussing what you found challenging. Discuss in depth any insight(s) obtained. Support your insight(s) with examples. 3 

 Relate specifically what you have learnt from the experience. Make any possible connections to content previously learnt. 2 

 Provide a detailed account of how what you have learnt will influence your work/professional/personal practices for the future.  3 
 

 


